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Abstract
This paper extends pre-existing digital divide conceptualizations to further investigate the important issue of mismatches between the ontologies of state-created information systems and local communities' representation of their contexts. Comparability of data across time and place, as well as compatibility of data with state administrative needs come at a cost of information loss about the setting and individuals that policymakers are trying to impact. We argue that the reconciliation of community and state logics and framings is critical for effective engagement with communities as well as formulation and implementation of development policies. We suggest several paths toward overcoming mismatched ontologies: education and communications strategies to enable communities and states to translate across ontologies and fill in significant gaps; re-assignment of policy responsibilities to minimize information loss; and several mechanisms that would enable communities to be directly and productively engaged in developing shared ontologies.

1. Introduction

"Waterlogging" is a perennial complaint in cities in Karnataka, India. A few hours of rain can turn a dry street to a rushing torrent, while a burst pipe or a blocked drain can turn a pedestrian crossing into a treacherous lake. Local newspapers are full of photos, bus stops and public places full of discussion. Yet data on public grievances in 57 cities over nearly two years (2005-2007) contains only 203 records of “waterlogging” – instead there are recorded incidents of storm drains in need of desilting, storm drains in need of repair, leaking pipes, and choked underground drains. These are the various categories that citizens can choose from to report the puddles – which may very well look the same regardless of origin - via cities’ Public Grievance and Redressal Systems. [73] No individual type of complaint accounts for more than 9% of complaints (most types are much less frequent), but the total of all complaints related to puddles – the actual thing that citizens can see and complain about – comes to 26%.

Bus stop conversations about waterlogging and reported complaints about pipes and drains refer to the same occurrence. Yet the community’s understanding of the situation and the Karnataka government’s record of the event label, catalogue, and interpret the event in divergent manners. The first characterization represents local knowledge, the picture that communities hold of the event, its significance, and its possible solutions. The person affected by waterlogging contextualizes it directly into existing activities and categories of their community. The second ‘sees like a state’ [52]: the problem is absorbed and recorded according to the logic of administrative efficiency and/or its policy ramifications. The designated categories list efficiently routes complaints to the concerned departments, but it may also fragment and obscure citizens’ concerns.

This example, we believe, is emblematic of a key attribute of the digital divide: mismatched ontologies that impede communities’ ability to impart and communicate information and states’ ability to fully understand the territories they govern. Communities and states (we use the term generically to refer to subnational, national, and international governing institutions) represent the realities around them through distinct ontologies, or systems of categories and their interrelations by which groups order and manage information about the people, places, things, and events around them.

On the one hand, ontologies provide an essential shared infrastructure for individuals to function as a group. Communities may in fact form and self-define around shared ontologies, constructed and re-constructed fluidly [57] through shared social and cultural activities and the ever-changing lived experiences of their members. Ontologies work to create and enact worldviews within the social group and situate knowledge [63,64] within the organizational or community setting.
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This is as true for states’ ontologies as it is for community ontologies. State data systems are the infrastructure of administration: the structured, comparable information about the area under jurisdiction enables resources to be identified and taxed, needs to be assessed, and returns on public expenditure or investment to be monitored. Policymakers seeking to direct resources to “the poor” and monitor the impact, for example, need to have figures that enable comparisons of poverty across their territory and over time even if the local perceptions of poverty vary. Current standards for “good policy,” including evidence-based decisionmaking and monitorability of policies also implicitly rely on meta ontologies’ ability to produce the kind of quantitative indicators and large-scale datasets required for “objective” evaluation of performance and research that meets current standards for evidence of effectiveness. See www.paris21.org for an example of an influential group of development agency’s call for this type of information as a step toward improved policymaking.

Nevertheless, ontologies also act as objects that create and negotiate boundaries between groups [9,61]. The state ‘meta ontology’ sheds much of the local context in order to ensure tractable management for policy purposes including taxation, defense, provision of infrastructure and service, and economic management[76,1,52]. This tractability comes at the cost of information loss due to mismatched ontologies. While any group’s ontology is unlikely to match that of every individual within the group, the extent of mismatch tends to increase with the scale of the group and the differences between the purpose of individual and group ontologies. Note that our use of ontology does not imply a reified nor exoticized model of ‘pastness’ or ‘locality’ that ignores flows of interaction that shape communities over time [2], but merely implies a distinction between groups’ mental maps of their surroundings.

We argue that states cannot ensure the outcomes that they seek if their policies are targeting a skewed picture of communities’ reality. Even the most benign development-seeking state may go awry if its actions are guided by its own ontology and indicators, while levels of and progress toward development are individual or at most community-specific concepts.

This paper characterizes an important and overlooked element of the digital divide: information loss due to mismatch between community ontologies and ‘meta ontologies.’ We argue that the digital divide may be usefully framed around a model of communication, of reconciliation of ontological frameworks that enables information flow between communities and states. The divide is not strictly digital since the issues with mismatched ontologies we elaborate on below would occur between any small and large scale ontology, but it has been exacerbated as ICTs designed around state meta-ontologies are increasingly deployed to impact development in diverse communities. This view extends the digital divide literature focused on barriers between infrastructure and technology access [13, 16, 17, 18, 12, 28].

This discussion also extends research on literacy and contextual information uses [65, 56, 38, 7, 31] to offer an expanded argument for the importance of systems and institutional mechanisms that enable effective communication between differing ontologies. Mismatched ontologies contribute to: (a) ineffective delivery of information services to communities; (b) insufficient participation and interaction with local communities; and importantly, and (c) ‘information loss’ that affects states’ abilities to effectively deliver goods, services, and development-supporting interventions. Much cited research has pointed to the issues within (a) and (b). This paper focuses on (c), to make the argument that the issue of mismatched ontologies is a lose-lose proposition for communities and states.

The gap between community and meta ontologies is not necessarily purposeful, but rather is often a symptom of the fundamental difficulty of incorporating local, contextualized knowledge into large scale, comparable-across-time-and-place datasets. We recognize that states must able to compare and aggregate across communities so that resources can be allocated, scalable policies can be developed, and effectiveness of any interventions evaluated. Research on development demands data that are comparable across communities and time and specifically collected to clarify hypothesize categories and relationships. Yet at the same time this aggregation leads to information loss, not just in terms of overlooked entities but more importantly in overlooked or misjudged semantic relationships between these entities.

Finally, we also propose some ways to mitigate the information loss by identifying ways in which systems and technologies can collect and represent information meaningfully for communities and states alike, reconciling mismatched ontologies. These types of solutions necessitate equitable forms of access, however, and cannot resolve all aspects of ontology mismatch. Institutional and policy design may also need to be reconsidered to decentralize more decision making in light of the costs of information loss associated with larger-scale meta ontologies.
We devote the next section of this paper to underscore the relevance of ontologies, characterize information loss with further specificity, and outline some consequences of information loss in the creation of state meta ontologies. The third section proposes some mechanisms of reconciliation and alleviation of the mismatch. The final section concludes with a discussion of a broader research agenda on these issues.

2. The power of ontologies, the problem of information loss

Ontologies represent reality, but this representation of information may in turn become the basis for actions that in turn shape reality. The actions may be shaped in response to ontologies and aimed at problems defined by ontologies, but their impacts depend on the actual reality rather than the representation. Any actor’s effectiveness in achieving their goals thus depends on the quality and completeness of their ontology. Incomplete or inadequate state meta ontologies are especially problematic because of the power that states’ actions have to affect communities.

The problem is especially pervasive for economic development policy, in which states’ goals are (at least normatively) defined in terms of individuals’ utility, or sense of wellbeing. Some of the most prominent formulations of “development” measure progress in terms of achievements that only make sense with reference to individuals’ or communities’ ontologies. Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen’s concept of “development as freedom,” [54] for example, argues that development consists of ensuring that people have the capability to do and be what they value. The notion of “human development” considers health and access to knowledge, both of which are best assessed by the individual, to be part of development along with income. (The concept has been implemented in practice [68] with simplistic measures of observable levels of health, educational attainment, and gross domestic product per capita, but that is another matter.) Economics has traditionally resolved the tension between the need to measure wellbeing in order to design and assess policies and the acknowledgement that wellbeing is a subjective concept dependant on an individual’s worldview by assuming a representative ‘rational’ individual with a well-defined and known ontology, but the increasing presence of the “economics of happiness” [22] and “behavioral economics” [11] in mainstream journals and top academic venues suggests that the compromise is fraying. States’ attempts to promote “development” are thus limited by the information loss between the community ontologies that define development and meta ontologies that guide their actions.

More concrete consequences of information loss can be seen in a variety of policy areas. Urban planning, for example, seeks to devise guidelines to ensure that communities have desirable places to live, work, and play [27]; but often ends up creating empty monstrosities such as Brasilia’s Plaza of the Three Powers [48] or dysfunctional living spaces the destroy rather than support community. The official guidelines are often ignored by communities operating on their own principles of order, leading to inevitable conflicts between states and citizens who essentially seek the same outcomes [44, 72]. Many failed efforts to provide infrastructure and services can be traced to similar misunderstandings. Affordable drinking water projects have been rejected by communities because their pricing models fail to recognize that while communities are willing to pay for services such as water purification or water delivery, they see the water itself as a right [44]. Roads have been built and left unused because they failed to connect places of local import. Free schooling has failed to educate half of some areas’ population because classroom design did not include separate toilets for girls [44]. Technologies that could ostensibly improve living conditions and economic opportunities have been rejected because they were inconvenient for some other community practice: many rural Indian households continue to cook over smoky indoor fires while free clean-burning stoves distributed by government programs go unused because they did not accommodate locally used cooking pots or could not be used to produce local specialties. Public IT kiosks sit idle even as the benefits of IT skills and access become clearer. [70]

The fate of the clean-burning cook stoves and the IT kiosks is hardly surprising to students of “ICT for Development.” Significant research has revealed that an understanding of community ontologies, particularly in the context of information systems and technologies, is fundamental to the ability of new innovations to insert themselves sustainably within the lives of local communities [58, 59, 60].

There is thus a far-reaching and fundamental policymaking problem due to the inadequate meta ontologies that states often rely on. We now turn to be more specific about nature of the information loss between community and meta ontologies. First, what, specifically, is the “information loss” that leads to inadequate meta ontologies? Second, how does it arise and why is it perpetuated? Understanding a problem is the first step toward devising a solution.
We characterize information loss as a consequence of mismatches between components of community and meta ontologies. It thus has various interlinked dimensions: entities that are included in one ontology but excluded from another; categories that create different groupings of these entities for communities and for states; discrepancies between the attributes that are recorded and attached to entities or categories; divergence in the recognized potential changes in categories or attributes; differences among the relations used to link entities or categories in each ontology; and variations (and perhaps contradictions) in the restrictions and rules that define allowable inputs and inferences about the world represented by the ontology. (We are formalizing this notion of information loss and its implications for the design of technology to cross the digital divide in concurrent work as it is beyond the scope of this paper.)

Most of these dimensions of information loss could, in principle, be resolved at some cost. Any object, attribute, category, or relation included within a local ontology could be included in a meta ontology. Governments often collect data on food consumption to measure poverty; they could (and sometimes do) just as well collect data on clothing, appliance ownership, extent of private living space, and other ways in which communities understand poverty. Censuses often group individuals as employed or unemployed, there is no reason that they could not also include categories for happily employed and unhappily employed as well. Governments often base the relations in their ontologies on those derived by the scientific method; there is no reason that they could not also incorporate folkloric relations that guide community perceptions. The only fundamental obstacles to eliminating information loss between ontologies stem from potential conflicts between rules and restrictions in different ontologies and disagreement over the nature of events that determine transitions in attributes or objects.

Why would states purposely create, rely on, and perpetuate ontologies that are inadequate for characterizing the terrain they administer and the goals they seek to achieve? The political economy literature offers various explanations for the nature of states’ logical frameworks and resulting policies. [21] Some authors focus on ideology or scientific/academic reasoning (in development, for example, the reigning schools of thought about how growth happens) as the main influence ([14], for example). Others characterize states’ logic as an emergent property of the political interactions within the institutional setting, as a function of whether countries are democracies or autocracies, presidential or parliamentary democracies, federal or unitary states, for example [50, 19, 64]. The third main school of thought sees states and their meta ontologies as reflecting some aggregate summary of citizens’ views and preferences as expressed at the ballot box or through lobbying and “insider dealing.” (See, for example [20] and the vast literature on Public Choice that this work has inspired on voting, or [34] on lobbyist networks.) We note that all but the last involve forces that have no necessary linkage to communities’ mental maps of their surroundings, and the link between mechanisms for aggregation of citizens’ preferences and community ontologies is weak at best. Voting, rioting, and lobbying provide limited opportunities for conveying information. The limitations on how much information can feasibly be aggregated through group decision making to determine social choices have been formally and extensively explored in social choice theory [3, 5].

We argue that states’ meta ontologies are also at least in part a function of the logistics of their efforts to collect data. Every explicit effort to document a territory, such as a census, is based on particular claims of how a community is to be measured, how the boundaries of a community are to be determined, what counts as an activity, and how these collected data points are to be connected and compared [69, 62]. These claims may be motivated by politics [49, 32] or determined by administrative and technological feasibility of data collection, storage, and retrieval. Scott also shows that administrative exigencies related to the division of the responsibilities among and within bureaucratic entities have been influential in determining data collection norms [52]. (He also shows that administrative norms have also driven policies to forcibly alter reality to make it more “countable”: assigning surnames, for example, or removing biodiversity enhancing and forest-sustaining underbrush in order to better count trees useful for lumber and shipbuilding.) Communities’ documentation efforts may very well be driven by the same factors, but on a local rather than cross-community scale so there is little reason to expect intersection or reconciliation between the statistical representations.

Once in place, state meta-ontologies tend to be self-reinforcing or at least unlikely to converge with community ontologies. States are one of the largest sources of credible data on a variety of economic, political, and social processes and outcomes. Their collection and presentation of information determines the ways in which empirical relationships can be discovered, verified, proved, used for public debate.
 Researchers and citizens are less able to challenge the meta ontology when they cannot model and demonstrate the validity of local restrictions, practices, events, and entities according to community ontologies. States’ dominant position in the supply of data will likely change over time as the costs of collection, compilation, storage, and dissemination of community-produced data continue to decline. But even then, states’ authority may privilege conclusions drawn from “official” versus non-state produced data.

Second, communities may be less willing to interact with the state to provide data if they feel that the way that this data is aggregated, presented, and used has no connection to the questions that they would like to ask. As one professional demographer reports in personal communication with the author “In surveys that I have handled … the resistance to provide data was huge. Most respondents asked first, ‘What do I gain by all these?’ They did not believe research could be productive for them” [55]. Nonresponse is a widespread problem for censuses and other surveys [25].

Third, communities are less able to engage with states to influence ontologies or information contained in them when they do not find the starting points intelligible. Notable research in Science and Technology Studies [15, 72] has demonstrated that without an approach that directly asks stakeholders to collaboratively work to reflectively create data models, often information systems end up disorienting the groups at hand. Summary statistics from the public grievance and redressal system mentioned in the introduction, for example, shows that citizens in some cities in Karnataka are very bothered by “biomedical waste.” A closer look at the (harder to aggregate and summarize) text of the grievances shows that many people had selected the “biomedical waste” category to actually refer to dead pigs, dogs, and other animals [73].

Unintelligible or incomplete ontologies also weaken the basis for collective action that may be required to draw attention to citizens’ voices. This is particularly the case for problems that tend to be observed by individuals rather than groups. Citizens are unlikely to band together and lobby for the state to recognize and address sexual harassment, for example, if each person affected has no idea that his or her own experience is not unique because there are no data on prevalence of cases.

This discussion, therefore, leaves us with some important questions concerning the extent to which sociotechnical systems and institutions optimize between local sustainability and cross-community scaleability? Or, is there a way in which community activities can be viewed and monitored from the birds-eye by the states while still preserving the local nuances?

3. Bridging local and global

We close this paper by reflecting on several ways in which information loss can be reduced. This section offers three possibilities, each the basis of ongoing research:

1) Developing collaborative and inclusive ontologies. Systems that engage communities to dynamically model their relationship to the information they are provided, around local categories, and fluid relationships between these, have been used sustainably and innovatively in cross-cultural local community contexts [e.g; 37, 47, 38]

2) Educational and communications strategies to empower and encourage communities to interpret state-provided data and provide feedback including alternative representations of their contextual knowledge into the ontology underlying official “development data.”

3) Considering motivations for authorship and therefore bridging the above two categories.

3.1. Collaborative and inclusive ontologies

Socio-technical systems can enable communities to occupy a variety of roles, falling on a spectrum from passive consumer to co-designer and co-creator, to collaborate in creating ontologies. Moreover, in relevant cases, communities can be involved in actually developing, in decentralized manners, their own fluid ontologies, by being exposed to the raw information behind the system and perhaps through semi-automated models, such as rating similarities between entities and evaluating semi-automated models, such as hierarchical clustering and multidimensional scaling [56]. Fluid ontologies, in their most localized form, involve content creators and multiple stakeholders in the direct crafting of categories and data representations so as to ensure that the information they interact so as to ensure that information is presented, retrieved, preserved, and shared around relevant categorical and relational attributes that are sensible to the community in particular [57]. These stakeholders are presented with adaptive and dynamic possibilities to continuously re-craft such ontologies as their reflection of community
practices shifts over time. For example, a local village community can access an information kiosk of state services, rate the relative importance of each of these within their own community, re-categorize (via tags) services provided to follow local vernaculars, draw semantic connections between different services by attributing a connection with a particular term, and blog by commenting or submitting a video in response to something they experience via the system. We believe that these creative and local uses of tagging, rating, and other types of Web 2.0 technologies present powerful opportunities to adapt and edit a meta ontology and reconcile it with local practices. Validating this hypothesis is the subject of current research. We believe that this approach can be inherently collaborative, as it asks for reaction and re-crafting of an ontology based around a type of conversation that occurs between the policymaker/system and local community members. These social web 2.0 type uses can ask community members to submit their own categories, comment on information they are presented, and actively work with policymakers, even if not in real time, to develop and identify adequate ontologies that reconcile these different perspectives.

Designing more inclusive ontologies that can record more objects and attributes, tag them as belonging to any category any community wished to include, link them to other objects, attributes, and categories in any relationship any community cared to define, and store all of this information for ready retrieval, is an important challenge. We recognize that for this to occur, new experiments and prototypes need to be created that engage important work on collaborative and inclusive ontologies conducted by such scholars of information science, as Jens-Erik Mai, Birger Hjorland, and others. Mai’s work on pragmatic approaches toward determining ‘likeness’ in knowledge organization argues that classification is fundamentally interpretive [40]. Instead, presenting different ‘documents’ into the local social and cultural context could enable them to be reflectively classified based around the community’s own pragmatics [39]. Likewise, Hjorland, across an extensive body of work, has argued that “different paradigms or conceptualizations in discourses should be made visible in information repositories, and that semantic tools should not just support the navigation between topics but also views and interests. This approach denounces an a priori ‘universalist’ approach toward defining how knowledge shoul be organized, and instead decentralizes the project to allow different discourses to be shared based around multiple ontological viewpoints. Mai and Hjorland’s arguments are well-taken, and remind us that the question of localization in such systems is a social and linguistic problem, rather than solely technical [4], one that must necessarily involve local communities to articulate their own vocabularies and contextualize information in meaningful manners.

We are developing a field study to investigate possibilities for building a larger scale information sharing network with a foundation of collaborative and inclusive ontologies centered on community economic development initiatives.

3.2. Education and Communications Strategies

Meta ontologies that are more transparent and communicable through relevant forms of communication and outreach to communities may also reduce the dynamics of divergence described in Section 2. NGOs and in some cases states themselves have filled the role of translating meta ontologies into language more familiar to communities through services such as literally translating from one language to another or helping citizens to represent their circumstances on forms for loans, benefits, taxes, etc. While these are important “bridging” services, they are not a full solution as the power to build a bridge lies only with those who are conversant in the meta ontology.

Technology and education could combine to create a more inclusive solution in which communities can reorder state-collected information according to their local ontologies. Database design and interface determine in part how communities can interact with and reorganize raw data to retrieve the objects and attributes they felt were important, choose the categories to sort and compare, and select the relationships they wished to use for ordering the observations. “Numeracy” empowers citizens to take advantage of these flexible modes of dissemination. Citizens who are able understand statistics, manipulate them, interpret and re-represent them are better able to adjust data for their own needs as well as communicate local reality to the state authorities and point out gaps that the state data do not fill.

This approach to resolving information loss has the potential to create its own form of digital divide, however, as digital representation of information and interactivity with the underlying data warehouse are necessary. Users cannot manipulate data presented on a printed page, for example, in the same way that they can work with an excel spreadsheet or, better yet, a database with opportunities to construct queries to retrieve data. Users cannot readily visualize information for quick comparisons and checks without having GIS or some web-based applications.
It is far easier to assess the quality of city services if one can look at the location of bus shelters on a city map of bus routes than if one has to compare a list of written addresses with a list of bus routes defined by their origin and destination for example.

3.3. Motivation, Authorship, and Ownership

Scholars such as Clay Shirky who celebrate the decentralized commonses formed via new mediat technologies argue that motivation itself must be considered when thinking about digital technologies and their ability to enable new forms of knowledge sharing and dissemination. The question of motivation therefore is worth considering, particularly when focusing on the issue of incentive that would engage communities to participate in government administered technologies. A recently completed study by Srinivasan focusing on the power of video to shape community consensus building in villages in Andhra Pradesh, India, has asserted that the everyday social lives of individuals must be included in the consideration of how digital technologies can be deployed. The compelling videos that trigger new forms of consensus building, confidence in decision making, and more are videos made by individuals about their everyday lives, following a narrative structure that is relatable by community members because it is grounded in the everyday and local. We believe that considering the question of motivation is significant and bridges the first two recommendations by concurrently considering local ontologies and outreach/education strategies. How to study motivation shall help guide future collaborative research.

4. Conclusions

This paper has identified a new form of divide that has been exacerbated by the increasing reliance on and use of information technology for growing markets and states. We have argued that information loss due to mismatch between community ontologies and the meta ontologies that states act upon has serious consequences for the efficacy of state policies, especially those aimed at accelerating development.

We are not the first to point out the defects of centralized planning and the hubris of states. Friedrich Hayek won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1974 for pointing out the value of local, practical knowledge, some of the theopathologies of states’ approach to ‘scientific’ planning, and the need for any functional system to maintain a space for people to use their local, practical knowledge [29,30].

The paper does offer a new perspective on this long-recognized problem, however, by re-conceptualizing information loss as a kind of communication failure that can be increasingly mitigated through technology as well as addressed through institutional redesign to reallocate decisionmaking authority and establish alternative channels for communication. This conceptualization of information loss from ontology mismatch offers a new criteria for evaluating institutional design.

This paper represents a first step in a larger conceptual and empirical research agenda that we are working toward. First, this paper uses logic and anecdotes to identify the information loss due to mismatched ontologies as a potentially significant challenge for development policymaking and a priority for further research. We have not yet rigorously established the extent of information loss nor the financial or human costs of mismatched ontologies. Our first step will be a meta-analysis of existing studies: measurable discrepancies between community understandings and the pictures portrayed in policy-relevant official statistics have been studied for various data series and settings [47, 6], but the collective implications have not been studied.

Second, rigorously establishing the extent of information loss and assessing the efficacy of proposed solutions requires a measurement concept. We are currently formalizing the concept of information loss that we have introduced in this note. We conceptualize information loss as occurring in dimensions corresponding to mismatch between local and meta ontologies, but we have yet to develop a sensible way to weight each of these dimensions in any summary of information loss. The effort to weigh the relative importance of the various dimensions requires additional empirical work.

Finally, practical progress in reducing information loss ultimately relies on our ability to demonstrate the impact of mismatched ontologies on success or failure of specific policy initiatives. As discussed above, states do not always have strong incentives to adopt the kind of solutions that we suggest, especially when the “problem” is murky and current notions of “good policy” rely on the comparability and monitorability than meta ontologies can deliver. We have discussed cases of information loss and are improving our ability to quantify it, but the next step of linking information loss to economic or human loss will be more challenging. It will be difficult to conclusively disentangle mistaken assumptions or understandings of development challenges from other
sources of policy failure, but we are optimistic that some carefully selected cases developed as theoretically-grounded analytic narratives [8] will help us to tease out the effects of poor information from the effects of institutions, ideology, and other features of the decision making environment. We will be collecting focus group information on public sector decision making practices in various levels of government in India in order to design these studies.
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